
RebirthWings 
 

RebirthWings® is a method based on the bioenergetic literature of the character 
structures of dr. Alexander Lowen, elaborated by Tahrin Rebirther graduated in 
Motor Sciences expert in postural techniques and Juma Vitali holistic counselor 
and SIAF accreditation trainer. 

 

RebirthWings® is the creation of the two practices, the LifeWings method® 
emotional body approach and that of Rebirthing. 

 

The character structures are divided into five types, each type has a particular 
defense system. The character structure does not indicate the person in his 
complexity, but only his way of responding to life from the first moments in the 
womb, the defensive systems are like a "armor" described by Reich and later by 
Lowen. It was observed that man does not live free in the flow of life, but tends to 
retain pleasure, preferring a forced adaptation to a negative pleasure, more 
accepted by the environment in which he lives, in which he is educated. 
The "armor" becomes muscular and characterized by all those attitudes and 
postures developed by the person to reduce the flow 
of the emotions and sensations of the body. 

 

During the practice of RebirthWings® people are invited to take body positions 
related to the five character structures: Fugitive, Dominant, Dependent, Tolerant, 
Rigid and each of these postures will be connected to a type of breathing specially 
designed for the dissolution of related tensions to that kind of structure. 

Our goal is to teach the energy to flow freely so that the person releases the 
muscular tensions by resolving emotional conflicts that otherwise become 
protagonists in everyday life and reduce the quality of family relationships, work 
and the perception of pleasure and of love. 

The social mission of Juma Vitali and Tahrin is to help working groups within eco 
villages and alternative communities around the world, for this purpose Juma 



wrote her first book: "The New Family; the communities of the new era 
"viverealtrimenti (live otherwise) edition, a book in which the urgency of working 
on the destructive aspects of the human being is described in order to free the 
potentialities of the character resources. 

 

RebirthWings® brings the human being to explore different levels of existence on 
a level: 

Physical 
Emotional 
Spiritual 

 

On the physical level it is possible to reach very deep relaxation levels, to release 
physical tensions, to improve the efficiency of the respiratory system, 
cardiovascular and to delay the aging process thanks to the production of 
antioxidant enzymes. 
Strengthen the immune system and give a greater neuro-psycho-endocrine 
balance; reduce fatigue and stress, free your latent energies and increase the 
state of mental vitality; 
Promote detoxification of the body: a study indicates that 70% of toxins in the 
body are released in the expiration! 
Activate the mechanism of endorphins, the hormone of happiness, and reduce 
catecholamines, the stress hormone. 
Several studies show how the practice of circular breathing creates benefits on 
the Central Nervous System such as: 

-Two different rhythms of breath stimulate fibers of different diameter of the 
vagus nerve: this follows an effect of fine modulation of various nerve centers 
- Increases neuroplasticity (stimulates the production of neuroplastic factors) 
-It improves the connections between the two cerebral hemispheres. 

 

On an emotional level the RebirthWings through the postures associated to the 
five character structures, combined with five specific breath sequences studied by 



the founders, the cellular memory of the five wounds is awakened in the body. 
These wounds are: 

Rejection   
Abandonment 
  Injustice 
  Betrayal 
  Humiliation 
 
In a protected space of kindness and acceptance, people have the possibility to 
release restrained emotions and to elaborate through the strength of their breath 
the ability to overcome any present difficulty, which limits their ability to live in 
pleasure. 
 
On the spiritual level thanks to the use of music and ancestral instruments such as 
didgeridoo, flute, voice, guitar, maracas, shamanic drum and thanks to the 
imaginative induction the strengths of the character structure and its resources 
are stimulated. 
During the RebirthWings one lives the possibility of expanding energetically and 
spiritually by entering altered states of consciousness that can lead to the 
memory of one's Imprinting (memories linked to one's birth), sometimes to 
experience memories of past lives. 
This process allows direct experience of one's own anemic level, dissolving the 
false images related to our self, to the collective self, to the idealized self, to the 
social self. Limiting images that can be traced back to an education or even to 
past life experiences. By freeing yourself from limited beliefs you can generate a 
clearer view of what you want to create in your life. 
In practice one can reach experiences that lead to live the here and now, the 
Sacred Present at a deep emotional and spiritual cellular level. 
 

THE REBIRTHWINGS TRAINING 
 

During the RebirthWings® Training, therapists are invited to learn 
the five body positions and the five respiratory sequences related to the five 
character structures: 
 
Dependent 
Rigid 



Dominant 
Tolerant 
Fugitive 
 
During RebirthWings, what happenes is the re-education to the listening of the 
body and its actions connected to the five wounds: rejection, betrayal, 
humiliation, injustice and abandonment. 
Each posture is connected to a type of breathing specially developed for the 
dissolution of the tensions related to that type of structure. 
We also connect five energetic modulations to the five modules of behavioral 
attitudes. Students are invited to experiment with the various vibrational modes 
that are implemented in the relationship. In this way we become emotionally and 
mentally aware. 
This is my physical reality, modulation and breathing is functional to the student 
and consumers. 
 
Each character structure is explored in all its aspects through: 
 
- grounding body exercises to promote centering 
- energetic exercises dyadic triads and groups to acquire the awareness of the 
energetic modulations spontaneously implemented by the structure of character 
-sound healing and imaginative induction to recall the cellular memories 
connected to the structure of character 
-exercises related to the breathwork to dissolve the tensions and promote cellular 
reprogramming and bring out the force that frees the resources and the talents 
linked to the structure of character. 
 
One of the objectives of the Training is to guide the understanding of the 
dynamics that are spontaneously created collectively and how to help transform 
and deal with the conflicts that are generated naturally within a group. 
Conflicts are unavoidable and because of this we must know how to recognize 
them, learn how to manage them and mediate them in a positive way. It is 
important to see them as an expression of the creative energy of the human 
being, it is also essential not to judge the diversity and manifestation of this 
energy, to live the conflict as an opportunity, a moment of growth, both individual 
and collective, a possibility of improve relationships rather than a simple negative 
problem to solve. 



 
On an individual level: 
 
Tahrin: Individual sessions of RebirthWings to help you get in touch with yourself 
by dissolving stress and tension by encouraging greater contact with your real 
needs and creating greater clarity in your life. 
Meditation sessions to purify the mind and grounding practices to encourage 
greater centering and awareness of one's body. 
Energy rebalancing through practices that stimulate the energy meridians. Before 
and / or after the training the student completes 10 sessions of RebirthWings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Founders of the RebirthWings® method: 
 
 

 
 
Tahrin is a researcher of human and spiritual potential that has brought 
RebirthWings® to the world since 2017. 
Graduated in Motor Sciences, group Leader, completed 
the training of Rebirthing and the school of shiatsu, expert in techniques for 
postural and proactive energy rebalancing. 
For some years he has been studying bioenergetics and the Tao that he 
 integrates in his daily practices. 
In 2017 he founded the RebirthWings® method. A music lover, he plays the 
didigeridoo, the shamanic drum and the transverse flute. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
Juma Vitali Leader Group leader, author of the books "The New Family, the 
communities of the New Era" edition viverealtrimenti and "the Five Vital 
Treatments" Anima Edition. Holistic Counselor, teaching director and trainer AIF 
teacher of energetic treatments on the auric field, singer passionate of ancestral 
songs linked to the Brazilian shamanic world with which she accompanies the 
activities of RebirthWings. Since 2005 Juma Vitali has been conducting emotional 
groups in collaboration with various professionals in Switzerland, Brazil and Italy. 
With love and perseverance, she teaches affective education. 


